QIb lutmey

The QIb Chronicles


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin "Use of bad faith">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: standing at station on the bridge, double loading all tubes ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::sitting at his desk he takes his holster from his desk and slides it onto his belt before standing up, lab coat on, ready for duty::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::at science station 1 finishing up a diagnostic on their sensors and activating long range sensors to detect outpost 429::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits in his RR::
XO_Q`tor says:
::slowly pacing the bridge, and looking up at the view screen:: CSO: Any sign of them yet?
CMO_Kymar says:
::checking his mission orders he stands up and heads for the bridge, his lab coat billowing behind him dramatically as he arrives in the TL:: TL: Bridge
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: I'm not reading any ships yet.  However, I've got outpost 429 powering up so something is going on there.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: double checks the cloak's integrity ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::steps off the TL, which was remarkably quiet today, and heads for the Captains RR before chiming the door::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Tapps in the new access codes for everything and transmits them to the command staff::
XO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Arm weapons, and prepare to disengage the cloak. *CO*: Captain Turner to the bridge. We are approaching Outpost 429.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: ETA 2 minutes.  The attack may come from the outpost Sir.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: brings disruptors hot, noting all tubes are double loaded ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands and heads for the door:: *XO*: On my way.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: and armed ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::chimes the door to the RR again::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Exits the RR and enters the bridge bumping in to Kymar::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Whoa...........sorry Doc.

CMO_Kymar says:
::gets bumped a step Back by the captain:: CO: Sorry, Captain. My fault ::smiles::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::runs a search on the outpost trying to detect CO Saalis' bio signature::
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: I believe you requested to see me, Captain. Is now a good time?
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Uhm........::Looks around the bridge::...................later Doc.
XO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Standard approach vector
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: I'm reading Romulan life signs onboard.  I haven't located Saalis yet.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and grins, feeling pretty happy today:: CO: Sure thing, Sir
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads for the center of the bridge::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: How's it look?
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: We are approaching Outpost 429. There are no signs of the PRO vessels, however there is activity on the outpost
CMO_Kymar says:
::rolls his eyes and steps back, looking for something to do but ends up surveying the bridge:: Self: A sickbay where they don’t need the CMO...I must be doing something very well, or not well at all....
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::begins a sweep of the space around the outpost for any cloaked ships::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Can we enhance what our sensors are getting?
OPS_Augustus says:
::Enters the Bridge and feels like he is at home::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: We risk exposing our position until we can get a little closer sir
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls sensor readings for chronitons ::
LT_Augustus says:
CO: Capt'n Lt Augustus reporting for duty sir
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: I see.............::Hears the familiar voice::.............what the..............?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: floods ships environmental systems with anti-chronitons 2 parts per million to avoid exposure to the crew ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Augustus: Where the.............? When.................?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns around and smiles at their lost crewman now returned::
OPS_Augustus says:
::Stands at attention::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Augustus: At ease Lt.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Blinks several times::

OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir::relaxes::
XO_Q`tor says:
::turns to see where the familiar voice is coming from and has to restrain himself from running up and giving Augustus a huge bear hug::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at the return of their lost lamb::
OPS_Augustus says:
::looks at Q'tor::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Sir, I'm also getting what looks like a misaligned magnetic field.  Could be their cloaked ships Sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands up straight with his composure regained:: Augustus: What are you doing here?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: taps her com-badge :: MCPO DloraH: Assemble Elite Rogue team in the transporter room on the double.
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, I take it my wife is still aboard?
OPS_Augustus says:
::Gladius turns to look at his old post longingly::
MCPO_DloraH says:
CTO: Hija' Commander, right away Ma'am.
XO_Q`tor says:
Augustus: It is good to see you again. And yes, jaHnor was asking if I had heard from you just a few days ago.
OPS_Augustus says:
::smiling he knew she would never let on to her cousin that he was returning::
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, can I assist?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, tactical scans show the outpost's shields are up, but there are no weapons to speak of.
Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: Well we could use a hand at OPS. ::Touches Gladius on the shoulder just to make sure he's real::
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir, I think I can handle that, but take it easy on me it has been awhile
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, incoming broadband communication from the outpost, Captain.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: On screen.
Host Sub-Commander_Talas says:
@COMM: Generic: Romulan vessel.  You have been detected.  Identify yourself immediately, or come under attack.
OPS_Augustus says:
::Handing his PADD to the CO::
Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: No problem. ::Takes the PADD::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::sends the mark and bearing of the misaligned field to Tig's station for targeting::

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: puts it on screen ::
XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: We will get together soon old jup ::returns his attention to the matter at hand::
OPS_Augustus says:
::turning he walks to the OPS station, remembering Rodz, and wonders how she is::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CTO: There's a little something to point your guns on.
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: immediately targets the coordinates from Julia ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up at the View screen and the Romulan face on it::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CMO*: Ravenprowler to Dremel.
OPS_Augustus says:
::Sitting down he logs in::
XO_Q`tor says:
XO: Sir, it would appear that they have only detected the T'mir
CMO_Kymar says:
::turns to look up at the tactical Station:: CTO: I'm down here, Commander ::smiles::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::continues to look for Saalis life sign on the outpost::
Host Sub-Commander_Talas says:
@COMM: Generic: Romulan vessel, this is Sub-Commander Talas, of the Romulan outpost Patriot.  You will identify yourself imediately, and agree to our course, or be destroyed.  This is your final warning.
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks up to the tactical station::
 
ACTION: The T'Mir decloaks, off the QIb's starboard bow.

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CMO: Doctor what about taking Science two and modifying sensors for a bio skeletal lock on the DNA pattern of a half Romulan half Vulcan?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Incoming hail from the T'Mir, locations  of five Romulan warbirds, sir.
OPS_Augustus says:
::monitors the incoming COMM::
XO_Q`tor says:
::watches the view screen to see what happens next::
CMO_Kymar says:
::thinks for a second:: CTO: if you got the DNA pattern, I'll see what I can do....
Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Route to senior staff stations and tactical.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Funny how they just up and renamed our outpost.
XO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Have them send the access codes that they promised.



Borthak says:
@COMM: Outpost: Sub-Commander Talas, this is Sub-Commander Borthak, of the Romulan warbird T'Mir.  You do not represent Romulan authority, and your plans have been detailed, and reported.  We will not surrender.
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I do not find it very amusing.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: routes coordinates to all senior staff and sets tactical targeting to plotting attack vectors and rotations.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::begins a sensor scan of all five locations for life signs::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: There's nothing funny about it. ::Gets serious::
OPS_Augustus says:
::reads the information he has received from the CTO, then rechecks it just out of habit::
CMO_Kymar says:
::heads over to the vacant Science II console and accesses the Bio-scanners, routing them through the deflector dish to get an external sensor reading::
Host Sub-Commander_Talas says:
@COMM: T'Mir: Borthak.... ::smiles:: I assume then that your Federation dogs are also in the vicinity?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: Oh I'm sure we'll be the ones laughing in the end.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends a text message to the XO, should we send this out to anyone, Sir? ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CTO: Those 5 birds match up with the misaligned engines I had.  They are definitely your targets.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Again I don't think there will be anything funny in the end of all this.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Well Sir, everyone is different.
CMO_Kymar says:
CTO: All set. Send me the DNA Pattern and I'll see if I can get a match...
 
ACTION: The image on the screen suddenly changes

XO_Q`tor says:
::returns a reply to the CTO: Just record it for now. A transmission to Star Fleet may be detected.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CMO: Your pattern should be in your medical logs, look there.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and checks through the Medical Logs for a Romulan/Vulcan DNA Pattern::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns away from the CSO disappointed in her casual attitude to this situation::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: obtains access codes from the T'mir for all five ships and uploads them into her console ::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: Hello, QIb.  Of course, I assume you're out there.  If you're not, then... you won't be receiving this. ::smiles slightly::

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: text only message sent to XO and CO regarding access codes ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::after finding it, he accesses his Modified Bio-scanner and sets it to scan the vessels and the outpost for a match::
OPS_Augustus says:
::Thinks that he still highly dislikes Romulans, and his trust of them is still on the weak side::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks around the bridge and makes the "shhhhhhhhh" motion to everyone::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::scans the outpost's shields and looks for a weakness::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: I want you to know how happy I am that I was able to test so many things on you.  You made my life so much easier.
XO_Q`tor says:
::whispers:: CO: Sir, we have the access codes for the PRO vessels. Shall I have Commander Ravenprowler input them into the ships computer?
OPS_Augustus says:
::looks over at Q'tor, as if to see what is he talking about::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the XO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
Self: I should have shot her instead.
CMO_Kymar says:
::gets a match:: CTO: The Outpost, I have 1 half Vulcan, half Romulan...
CMO_Kymar says:
::tries to refine his scans to get a clearer picture of where she is::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: Oh, and by the way.  Senator Drelak was an inspiration..... she will be sorely.... missed....... ::twists her mouth into a malicious smile::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: plots counter measures and an escape vector for re-cloaking purposes ::
CMO_Kymar says:
CTO: She's in....Operations
XO_Q`tor says:
::walks over to the CTO and whispers:: CTO: Input these access codes into the ships computers. Get ready to de-cloak them and keep their shields down. Also lock out their controls. But wait for the command to do so.
OPS_Augustus says:
::is reading to the recent updates to the ships so as he can be of further assistance if needed::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::continues to study the shields around the operations center looking for a way to bring them down::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Over hears the CSO and whispers:: CSO: Can it now Lorenzo. ::Gives severe look::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: whispers back :: XO : Already done Sir, Qapla'.
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: It was unfortunate that you were able to evade her charges of murder.  Nonetheless, she is no longer a concern.  

XO_Q`tor says:
::pats the CTO on the shoulder:: CTO: Qapla'
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@::stands::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Captain I barely heard me say anything.  If you wanted bridge silence you should have ordered it.
CMO_Kymar says:
::logs off the Science Console, his job being done, and stands back to watch what happens next::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: Not feeling talkative?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls in preparation for battle, pulls her taj laying it on her console ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Makes the zip the lip motion to the CSO since she obviously didn't get the "shhhhhhh" motion::
CMO_Kymar says:
::taps his Comm Badge:: *Sickbay*: Prepare for Casualties...
XO_Q`tor says:
::Walks over to OPS and whispers some more:: OPS: Have transporters standing by to transport that traitorous HaDIbaH into the brig.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::starts to get angry and punches away at her console::
OPS_Augustus says:
::locks transporter coordinates in and stands by::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Places his hand on the CSO's shoulder to let her know its nothing personal and to just remain calm::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@::reaches down to pick up something off the camera:: COMM: Generic: For the record.... I hereby renounce my Starfleet comission.  ::smiles, and picks up a body, recognizable as that of Senator Drelak, thought to be left on outpost 477::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO:  ::whispers:: Aye sir, awaiting orders
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::shrugs the Captain's hand off her shoulder::
XO_Q`tor says:
::walks over to CSO whispering:: CSO: Have you located her yet?
CMO_Kymar says:
::feels the tenseness in the air, you could probably cut it with a knife::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Bends over and whispers:: CSO: We can't blow this now. Please?
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: Generic: Unless you respond to this hail within one minute, we will kill your friends on the T'Mir.
OPS_Augustus says:
::sends a text message to the CTO::
 
ACTION: The transmission is cut.


CSO_Lorenzo says:
::whispers:: XO: She's in the outpost's operations center.  I'm looking for a way to bring their shields down, but so far nothing.  We may need to target their power source.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Still whispering:: CSO: Remember how you always preach team work and trust to me? Now's the time.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: whispers to herself in a growling tone :: Heghlu'meH  QaQ jajvam.
OPS_Augustus says:
CTO: I am standing by coordinates locked in Augustus
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands and walks back towards his seat::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Captain I haven't done anything wrong yet.  You don't need to watch me like a hawk, I'm not going to jeopardize this mission.
XO_Q`tor says:
::whispers:: CO: Sir the access codes have been input and Commander Ravenprowler is standing by.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
MCPO  DloraH: Is your team ready to go, Master Chief?
CMO_Kymar says:
::"Why don't they attack? We have the codes to remove their shields and cloaks, this should be a simple battle!":: Self: The Captain knows what he is doing...I'm sure of it ::reaches under his Lab coat and grips his phaser pistol, as if he could take it and shoot the Warbirds down from here::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods to Q'tor and turns back towards the CSO and mouths the words "I know. I'm sorry. We'll talk later."::
MCPO DloraH says:
CTO: Hija' Commander.
 
ACTION: The time allotted elapsed, two warbirds decloak, and start strafing the T'Mir

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Now!
XO_Q`tor says:
CTO: You heard the Captain Commander
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: presses the button to access the Romulans shields ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: attempts to power down their weapons and shields ::

ACTION: The codes are transmitted - and do absolutely nothing.  The warbirds continue to target the T'Mir

CSO_Lorenzo says:
::analyzes her multiple screens with the structural integrity of the outpost, the T'mir and the PRO vessels::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Locks on to the nearest ship ::
XO_Q`tor says:
Self: We have been betrayed

OPS_Augustus says:
ALL: Shields have not failed and I can not engage transporters
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Nothing new there.
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks down at the Sci II console, the Romulans still had shields:: Self: And so it finishes here...
XO_Q`tor says:
COMM: *Q'von*: Q'von HoD,  Now!
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Dammit I hate it when you're right! ::Half grins despite the serious situation::
XO_Q`tor says:
ALL: red Alert! Raise shields
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: I can lock the tractor beam on to the vessel
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Sir, we were ordered to bring in Saalis.  She is on the outpost.  Let the T'mir distract the PRO weapons.  We need to take down the outpost shields.
OPS_Augustus says:
::sounds red alert::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: decloaks and raises shields ::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Red alert Aye
Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: Give it a shot.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: T'mir's structural integrity is starting to fail.
 
ACTION: As the shields go up, and the cloak comes down, Saalis suddenly re-appears on the screen, laughing maniacally
CMO_Kymar says:
Self: I hate manic laughs...::scowls at the Viewscreen::
XO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Concentrate fire on the Outpost. Including Main Disruptor Cannon, and open fire. Get those shields down
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye, ::engages tractor beam::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: QIb: I knew it would be you.  You fools.  Did you honestly believe that we would let Drelak leave?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: unleashes a barrage on the outpost targeting power sources ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::continues her sweeps of the outpost to find Saalis::
XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: As soon as shields are down transport that Vulcan qIvatlh into the brig!
OPS_Augustus says:
CTO: You can also use the transporters and send proximity mines to assist in bringing the shields down
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looking for a break in the shields or a weakening of their power source::
 
ACTION: The other three warbirds decloak, and start firing on the T'Mir and the QIb
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hits evasive maneuvers, prelaid in and returns fire ::
XO_Q`tor says:
COMM: *Q'von*: Q'von HoD, fire at will!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends another volley of torpedoes  at the outpost ::
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: QIb: I will admit, you have a masterpiece of experimental cloning back at your outpost... who unfortunately knows as many State secrets as the back panel of your bridge module
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: DO you want us to launch the battle shuttles?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO : Sir, the T' Mir has lost her main disruptor cannon.
CMO_Kymar says:
::Adrenaline starts to pump through his body as the ship around him is shot at and they shot back:: Self: This is all very exciting...::smiles, remembering his Rebel days::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Outpost shields are down to 40% Sir.  A little more and I can break through and transport her to our brig.
XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Aye launch all battle shuttles. Have them assist the T'mir as much as possible.
 
ACTION: An EPS relay explodes at the back of the bridge, as the trio of warbirds targetting QIb gets cut down to one, the other two occupied by K'Vort class BoPs

OPS_Augustus says:
::keeps a lock on and still awaits for the shields to go down::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends another volley of torpedoes at the station and locks phasers on the nearest ship to the T'Mir, firing at will ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Keep firing Commander
CMO_Kymar says:
::taps his Comm Badge again:: *Sickbay*: Sickbay, Report!
Host Commander_Saalis says:
@COMM: QIb: You know..... ::hisses, and leans forward:: nothing............
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns her face away from the explosion and keeps working to bring down the outpost shields::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Leans forward on a panel:: @COMM: Saalis: What?
 
@ACTION: Saalis disappears from the screen in a Federation transporter pattern, leaving only an empty operations center displayed

OPS_Augustus says:
::keeps the power level up to the transporters and tractor beam::
XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: reinforce our shields. Take power from wherever you have to except weapons and life support.

LT_Jones says:
*CMO* ::in a strong welsh accent:: We have minor casualties down here, Doc. We must be doing well!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans for transporter beams and tries to interrupt the signal and redirect ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::scans the area to find the location of the transport::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir, I will but keeping power to tractor beam and transporters
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: continues to fire at will at the Warbirds ::
OPS_Augustus says:
::Makes adjustments to power grid::
XO_Q`tor says:
::sees Saalis disappear:: OPS: Do we have her?
LT_Augustus says:
CO: Incoming transmission from the T'Mir
CMO_Kymar says:
*Lt_Jones*: Keep me informed, Kymar out. ::looks back down at the Sci II console::
LT_Augustus says:
CO: Putting it on screen
Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: On screen. ::Stands::
OPS_Augustus says:
::Adjusts the frequency::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns around from the screen then back just disgusted::
Host Sub-Commander says:
%COMM: QIb: The battle... does not go well, QIb ::jolts as another bolt hits the T'Mir::
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Go ahead sir
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: fires another round of torpedoes at the station, disruptors firing at the Romulan warbirds weapons array ::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: sir all life signs have vanished on the out post
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::looks for the life signs on the outpost she'd had just a moment ago.::
Host Sub-Commander says:
%COMM: Qib: We are plotting an intercept course for the warbird Shakazna... if nothing else, she will be destroyed...... ::falls to the floor, and slowly regains his position, green blood dripping from his forhead:: I have no love of Klingons, no love of you...... but you have fought well this day.......
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks at the scans for the Outpost, they had indeed all gone:: Self: That’s not right...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: intitiates evasive maneuvers avoiding the backlash ::
 
ACTION: The screen goes blank

OPS_Augustus says:
::Scans the outpost again for verification::

XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: What?
 
ACTION: Suddenly, every lifepod on the outpost is launched, simultaneously, all devoid of life signs

OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Communications has been lost trying to reestablish sir
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we assist in the destruction of the Shakazna, and any other Romulan vessel!
CMO_Kymar says:
::begins Scanning the Pods with the Bio-scanner, searching again for the Romulan/Vulcan hybrid::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sets the computer to tractoring in all pods ::
 
ACTION: The T'Mir accelerates, heading for the Shakazna, which sits dead in space, her engines destroyed by BoP fire

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Shakes his head::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO:  All life signs have vanished, no life signs detected in life pods either.  Would you like me to tractor one sir?
XO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Tractor them all!
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::checks the outpost's shields once again.  Needing to see for herself that they aren't there.::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Aye :: begins tractoring the life pods and puts them in a syncro orbit around the outpost as he does so::
XO_Q`tor says:
COMM: *Q'von*: Q'von HoD! Do not let those pods escape!
 
ACTION: All of the enemy warbirds lower their shields momentarily, during which time four life pods are transported aboard.  The P'Vaan, and the Vortas take heavy damage

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
MCPO : Set teams alpha, beta and charlie to the shuttle bay to check out those pods, put delta team on alert.
MCPO_DloraH says:
CTO: Hija', Commander.
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Four life pods have been transported to the Romulan vessel
 
ACTION: The T'Mir collides with the Shakazna , showering the entire battle area with green debris, throwing a shockwave across the entire field

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: attempts to jam transporter signals ::
XO_Q`tor says:
::Notices the readings of the transports:: CTO: Concentrate weapons fire on the engines of the warbirds
OPS_Augustus says:
ALL: Brace for energy impact
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: targets the warbirds that are receiving life pods ::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: and fires ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs his Console to stop falling::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Blow them out of the sky.
XO_Q`tor says:
::grabs the nearby support struts and braces himself::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns his back from the screen::
 
ACTION: Heavily damaged, the Vortas and the Shovey turn, and commence cloaking procedures

OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Maybe we should try a routing program with those access codes, you never know might work
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: fires all weapons at the warbirds that have the pods ::
XO_Q`tor says:
::grins:: CO: Aye sir, with pleasure. CTO: You heard the Captain. Fire at will.
LT_Jones says:
*CMO*: Sir! We have a lot of wounded down here. Nothing serious, but we may need more space. Permission to use the Cargo bays?
 
ACTION: The weapons fire hits the aft of the warbirds as the vessels cloak.....

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at Augustus and forgets he's been away for a while:: OPS: Nothing works..............nothing.
CMO_Kymar says:
*Jones*: Granted, get it done quickly Lt. ::watches the warbirds cloaking::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Sir, I would like to run through the outpost as well.
 
ACTION: Detonating one of them, utterly disabling the other
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
::sets a tachyon field in place to look for vector and speed of the warbirds ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::grins:: Self: QIb 1: Romulans: 0
OPS_Augustus says:
::Augustus implements the program which will attempt to run the access codes through each vessels computers::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: continues to fire all weapons ::


XO_Q`tor says:
::watching the view-screen and shakes his fist:: Self: Yes!
OPS_Augustus says:
::Activates the tractor beam and increases it's power output strength::
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, we have to try, or else we will fail
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::scans that last ship that tried to get away.... still looking for the life sign of the CO::
XO_Q`tor says:
::composing himself:: CO: Um...Sir...shall we call for the disabled vessel to surrender?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sighs:: Augustus: Go ahead and try.
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Once.............give them one opportunity.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: targets the disabled warbird an fires ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO/XO: I'm reading a massive energy build up on the outpost.
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Make it fast.
LT_Augustus says:
CO: Already had sir...Self: Yeah I am home ::smiles to himself::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: I'd suggest you just board them.... take their ship by force.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: What kind of build up?
CMO_Kymar says:
All: Self Destruct...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Large sir.  It’s the power core.
XO_Q`tor says:
::heavy sigh:: CO: very well sir. OPS: Open a channel to the disabled vessel.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Thinks too late and hits the fire button for another round of torpedoes ::
OPS_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir ::Opens comm link::
XO_Q`tor says:
COMM: Disabled Vessel: Romulan Vessel, Heave to and prepare to be boarded! 
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